Ailes Anciennes Toulouse
Aircraft preservation, restauration and display
Who we are

• We are an association ran only by volunteers
• Founded in 1980 by Jean-François BRUNA ROSSO, and now led by Patrick DABAS
• Our aim: preserve the aeronautical heritage
• Location: Blagnac, France

How it began, here in 1982
Our current installation
Our installation and collection

Our installation include:
- Restauration hangar
- Storage hangar
- Exterior display area

Our collection:
- More than 110 aircraft of different size (From the Super Guppy to the tiny Pou du Ciel)
- Dozens of engine and various equipment
- 24 of our aircrafts are on display in Aeroscopia
The problems we are facing

Our main problem: the corrosion

What we are actually doing:
• Re-building parts when they be saved
• Applying surface treatment to avoid corrosion
• Applying appropriate paint on the aircrafts
What we could bring

We can loan and/or give:
- SNCASO 6020 Espadon
- Center wingbox of Morane MS 733
- Various parts we have in store
Thank you for your attention!